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comparison definition meaning merriam webster May 11 2024 the meaning of comparison is the act or process of
comparing how to use comparison in a sentence
comparison examples and definition of comparison Apr 10 2024 a comparison is a consideration of the similarities or
differences between two things comparisons can be made between people places ideas or other entities making a comparison
can highlight how two things are alike or unalike creating meaningful and or innovative perspectives for the reader
comparison english meaning cambridge dictionary Mar 09 2024 comparison definition 1 the act of comparing two or more
people or things 2 the fact of considering something similar learn more
comparison definition in the cambridge english dictionary Feb 08 2024 comparison meaning 1 the act of comparing two
or more people or things 2 the fact of considering something similar learn more
comparison definition meaning dictionary com Jan 07 2024 kəmˈpærɪsən noun the act or process of comparing the state of
being compared comparable quality or qualities likeness there was no comparison between them a rhetorical device involving
comparison such as a simile
comparison examples and definition literary devices Dec 06 2023 as a literary device comparison is a broad term for any
act of describing the relationship between two things or more things these things whether people actions intangible concepts
places etc may be alike or different to any degree
comparison noun definition pictures pronunciation and Nov 05 2023 definition of comparison noun in oxford advanced learner
s dictionary meaning pronunciation picture example sentences grammar usage notes synonyms and more
comparison meaning cambridge learner s dictionary Oct 04 2023 something that compares two or more people or things or the
act of comparing them they published a comparison of schools in the area she s so tall that he looks tiny by in comparison
fewer examples i used to live in norway so this country is warm by comparison in comparison with his brothers he s fairly poor
comparison definition meaning synonyms vocabulary com Sep 03 2023 when you make a comparison you figure out how things
are similar making comparisons is about taking a look at characteristics or qualities that show the similarities between living
things objects or anything else in the supermarket people make comparisons based on price and ingredients
comparison noun definition pictures pronunciation and Aug 02 2023 used to emphasize the difference between two
people or things that are being compared in terms of price there s no comparison one thing is much more expensive than the
other see comparison in the oxford advanced learner s dictionary check pronunciation comparison
comparison definition and meaning collins english dictionary Jul 01 2023 when you make a comparison between two or more
things you discover the differences or similarities between them
comparison wikipedia May 31 2023 any exploration of the similarities or differences of two or more units is a comparison in the
most limited sense it consists of comparing two units isolated from each other to compare things they must have
characteristics that are similar enough in relevant ways to merit comparison
comparison definition meaning britannica dictionary Apr 29 2023 comparison meaning 1 the act of looking at things to
see how they are similar or different 2 the act of suggesting that two or more things are similar or in the same category
compare definition meaning dictionary com Mar 29 2023 compare definition to examine two or more objects ideas people
etc in order to note similarities and differences see examples of compare used in a sentence
comparison vs analogy meaning and differences Feb 25 2023 comparison is the act of examining two or more things to identify
their similarities and differences it is a process of analyzing the traits characteristics or features of two or more things to
determine their relative strengths and weaknesses
comparison definition meaning yourdictionary Jan 27 2023 the quality of being similar or equivalent likeness no
comparison between the two books the modification of an adjective or adverb in its positive degree to show the comparative
and superlative degrees ex long longer longest good better best slowly more slowly most slowly
compare definition meaning merriam webster Dec 26 2022 the meaning of compare is to represent as similar liken how to use
compare in a sentence synonym discussion of compare
comparing and contrasting in an essay tips examples scribbr Nov 24 2022 comparing and contrasting is an important skill in
academic writing it involves taking two or more subjects and analyzing the differences and similarities between them
comparison definition of comparison by the free dictionary Oct 24 2022 1 the act of comparing 2 the state of being
compared 3 a likening comparative estimate or statement 4 capability of being compared or likened similarity
compare and contrast essays the ultimate guide grammarly Sep 22 2022 a compare and contrast essay is a style of essay
that points out the similarities and differences between two or more subjects it s ideal for showing what separates and unites
related things or concepts particularly if the subjects are often confused for each other or unjustly lumped together
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